
IT'S  
CHRISTMAS!
Doing it Digitally this Festive Season
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For many reasons, celebrating the 
festive season this year face to face 
isn’t for everyone. But there’s no 
need to cancel all plans. 

Getting together with colleagues for 
a Christmas lunch, dinner or party 
may be off the menu, but with a 
bit of imagination we can help you 
celebrate, connect, share and have 
some fun. 

We just do it differently this year. 

We do it digitally. Perhaps with some 
physical bits thrown in – from food 
to fancy dress.

So no need to venture out – we’ll 
bring the party to your kitchen. We 
know it’s not the same as gathering 
together, but there are many creative 
ways to bring some festive fun to 
groups of all sizes, whether it be a 
team cook-a-long, or a full-on  
virtual party. 

It’s all happening online!
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20 + 
PEOPLE

UP TO  
1 HOUR

HOSTED 
+ PACKS
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CHRISTMAS COCKTAILS

The virtual cocktail masterclasses are run 
through a virtual meeting platform and are 
entertaining, informative and lots of  fun.

Participants will be guided through making the cocktails by one 
of our charming and engaging mixologist presenters.  We have 
a range of deliciously simple Christmas cocktail recipes that 
everyone can follow.

Once the cocktail menu has been decided, we send 
Christmas themed gift boxes to each guest including all 
ingredients, cocktail equipment (excluding glassware) 
for the chosen cocktails.

giftuser
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FESTIVE GIN TASTING

Send your employees or clients a festive gin tasting 
pack to include branded glassware, crackers, gin 
miniatures, tonic water and mist liquid garnish. 

Participants will then meet online for this hosted experience. 
Your host can cover: the history of gin, the unique craft process 
required to create this award-winning gin, how the botanicals 
add to flavour, how to make the perfect G&T, garnishing your 
G&T as well as offering the opportunity to ‘ask the distiller’. 

This unique package can also be combined with food 
hamper and music for your very own ‘G&T Christmas 
Party’!

giftuser
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CHEESE & WINE TASTING

For this experience, we will 
send participants tasting packs 
in advance...

...including 6 x 100g portions of cheese and two ½ bottles of wine 
(one red & one white). Each pack can be shared between 2 
people, so this is a perfect activity if participants want a plus-1 
to join. All your guests will need is a couple of wine glasses 
and internet connection. 

Once everyone has joined the video call, your guests 
can sit back and sip, whilst being entertained and 
educated by an expert sommelier. There is also the 
option to add interactive elements into this tasting 
experience such as games and quizzes for an 
additional cost. 

giftuser
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CHEESE TASTING 

Send participants tasting packs - 
sample wine bottles and a selection 
of  British cheeses. 

We send participants tasting packs, including 6 x 100ml sample 
wine bottles and a selection of British cheeses (vegan alternatives 
available on request). Each pack can be shared between 2 
people, so this is a perfect activity to invite staff or clients, 
and a plus-1 to. All your guests will need is a couple of wine 
glasses and internet connection.

Once everyone has joined the video call, your guests 
can sit back and sip, whilst being entertained and 
educated by an expert sommelier. There is also 
the option to add interactive elements into this 
tasting experience such as games and quizzes.

giftuser

(with wine)
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CHEESE TASTING 

This online cheese tasting includes 6 x 
100g portions of  cheese (which is enough 
for 2 people) and five different beers.

Join our expert cheesemonger as he gives you a detailed tasting 
background on how to match the beers with each cheese. 

The range of the finest British cheeses will include goats’, soft, 
hard and blue cheeses, but can be tailored to your individual 
requirements if preferred. 

Also included in the pack delivered is a tasting sheet, a 
map and a flavour wheel.

giftuser

(with beer)
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20 + 
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FESTIVE BAKE A LONG

This bake a long activity is the perfect 
way to get everyone celebrating the 
upcoming Christmas holidays. 

Choose from a selection of bakes – gingerbread stars for the tree, 
chocolate and orange truffles or themed cupcakes. 

Led by Michelin Star and Rosette experienced Chefs, this is a 
virtual experience not to be missed! Participants will learn 
tips and tricks from the trade by watching demonstrations 
before having a go themselves with a fun competitive 
twist. 

giftuser
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GINGERBREAD HOUSES

Get your team in the Christmas 
spirit with this fun, virtual 
themed corporate activity. 

Facilitated by a professional chef, participants will learn new skills 
during this creative session – constructing and decorating their 
own gingerbread house!

This is a great way to bring everyone together virtually 
for a memorable occasion. Event boxes will be sent to 
participants ahead of time including ingredients, chef 
hat and apron so everyone can look the part. Once 
the houses have been created, we can add a bit of 
competition with a 

kitchen photo challenge judging the creativity of 
everyone’s design!

giftuser
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CULINARY GAMES

This fun, fast and competitive 
activity is a real crowd pleaser - 
packed with festive challenges! 

With a focus on food the participants will be asked to go head to 
head, taking part in a selection of creative tasks. From making 
the perfect mince pie and chocolate snowballs to hand crafting 
a sugar Santa you’ll quickly notice who is most skilled in the 
kitchen…

But for those who need a bit more practice, they’ll 
still have a chance to prove themselves during 
the Christmas Quiz. Rounds include identifying 
chocolates, brands and celebrity Chefs. This will 
then lead onto the final photo challenge before 
announcing the overall winner!

giftuser
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CHOCOLATE MAKING

Guests make and decorate 
their own Chocolate Santa…

We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing everything 
needed. Guests will receive reusable moulds, chocolate, a 
thermometer (to achieve the perfect temper), piping bags and 
sprinkles and cellophane bags with ribbons. Hosted by our 
expert in the virtual chocolate factory, guests will be guided 
through each step. They will learn how to perfectly temper 
their chocolate, how to make sweeties to go inside and 
how to pipe a personalised message in white chocolate.

At the end of the activity guests place their chocolate 
in a cellophane bag and tie with ribbon, to keep 
or give as a gift. They can also reuse the mould 
so they can make more chocolates later if they 
would like to.

giftuser
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GIFT WRAPPING MASTERCLASS

Guests learn to wrap gifts like 
a pro in our fun and creative 
masterclass.

We’ll send out kits in advance containing wrapping paper, double 
sided tape, ribbons, decorations and real gifts to wrap!

Using eco-friendly paper, guests will be guided through each 
step and will learn how to wrap the perfect box, how to wrap 
tricky circular items, how to make pouches for flat items 
such as gift vouchers and socks and how to make gift 
bags (you’ll never buy them again!)

We’ll also teach guests to make their own 
decorations and demonstrate how to tie the 
perfect bow.

giftuser
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LINO PRINT WRAPPING PAPER

Guests learn the art of  lino printing 
in order to print their own Christmas 
wrapping paper and cards.

We’ll send out kits in advance containing paper, lino cutting tool, 
lino and ink stamps.

We’ll teach guests how to transfer their designs onto lino and 
cut out their own personalised Christmas stamp.

Guests then use their stamps to create their own bespoke 
design onto eco friendly wrapping paper.

giftuser
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NEON SIGN MAKING

Our expert tutor will teach participants how 
to design and make their own neon style 
sign using light-up electro luminous wire.

Each person will have the freedom to create their own personalised 
design with the guidance of the instructor. 

This fun activity, will give your employees the chance to 
learn a new skill. We can also add a competitive twist, so 
participants can show off their artwork for the chance to 
be crowned the winner with a prize sent in the post after 
the event. 

giftuser
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CHRISTMAS BAUBLE DECORATING 

Learning to decorate your own 
Christmas baubles is fun and 
easy to do. 

We provide everything you need to decorate your own set of 
beautiful and customized baubles that will brighten up your tree 
and make it stand out.

Guided by our host you will be shown how to create patterns 
and unique designs using metallic pens, sequins, jewels and 
ribbons.

Baubles can be given as gifts or proudly displayed on 
the tree for many Christmases to come!

giftuser
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IT’S A CRACKER! 

Guests learn how to make their 
own Christmas crackers.

Using our clever pattern, guests make Christmas crackers out of a 
selection of Christmas papers.

We’ll post out kits in advance containing Christmas paper, 
cracker snaps, hats, prizes and ribbons.

Guests can then share their best or worst jokes to put 
inside too!

Guests will create 6 crackers in this activity, 

giftuser
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CHRISTMAS JUMPERS

We’ll post out kits in advance 
containing everything needed. 

Guests will receive a jumper, fabric paints, brushes, sewing kits and 
embellishments such as sequins, pipe cleaners and pompoms.

After drawing out their designs, teams then use the paints and 
materials to turn their plain jumper into a fabulous festive 
fashion accessory, or the most cringeworthy Christmas 
jumper they can think of!

At the end of the event, guests can present their 
jumpers in a virtual fashion show and, as an optional 
competitive element, we can judge the best (or 
worst!) design as the winner and send out a 
prize in the post.

giftuser
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CHRISTMAS SOAP MAKING

With all this hand washing going on, what 
could be more appropriate than learning 
to make stunning handmade soaps?! 

We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing everything 
needed, including a melter, moulds, ingredients, fragrances, 
colours and tools.  Hosted by our expert, guests will be guided 
through each step. They can make a range of festive soaps 
such as Christmas trees, candy canes, festive embeds and 
Christmas pudding soaps with some gorgeous Christmassy 
fragrances.

At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful 
set of soaps to give as gifts or to make hand washing 
more fun! They will also get to keep the equipment 
so they can make more soaps and spread the 
germ-free joy! 

giftuser
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WREATH MAKING

What better way to get into the 
Christmas spirit than to make your 
own beautiful Christmas Wreath! 

We’ll be using a wreath frame and then decorating it with seasonal 
foliage, pinecones, cinnamon sticks, dried fruit and ribbons. 

Our expert florist will guide the group in making and decorating 
their wreath, giving the opportunity to ask questions and get 
creative along the way. 

Wreaths can then be proudly hung on the front door, 
to impress the neighbours, or used as a festive table 
centre decoration with a candle in the middle – fit for 
the Christmas dinner table!

giftuser
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CHRISTMAS TERRARIUMS

Guests will escape to a virtual 
"tropical jungle", where they will 
be joined by our expert host. 

This session is about bringing a bit of nature indoors by creating a 
"jarden" - living garden in a jar! 

After a demonstration and some fascinating facts about the 
history of terrariums and how they work, guests will have the 
opportunity to try for themselves!

Guests can then keep their terrariums or give them as 
gifts and, for an extra festive treat, guests will also 
make their own mini terrarium baubles to hang on the 
Christmas tree.

giftuser
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FESTIVE CANDLE MAKING

Participants can choose to 
make one of  two festive-
inspired candles...

... either “St Paul’s at Christmas” or “Winter’s Walk on Hampstead 
Heath” during this virtual masterclass. With blends of mandarin 
and clove or fir, cedarwood and lemon these fragrances are 
bound to get everyone in the mood for Christmas!

All materials required to make the chosen candle will be 
sent as a kit prior to the session. Once online everyone 
will have the opportunity to learn about fragrances 
before using the essential oils to create their very 
own soy wax candle. The perfect gift experience 
for your team or clients!

giftuser
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ARM KNITTING 

Guests learn the art of  arm knitting to 
make a gorgeous snuggly chunky knit 
blanket.

We’ll post out kits in advance containing a giant ball of merino wool.

We’ll teach guests how to use their arms in place of giant knitting 
needles in order to knit with super sized wool.

The result is a beautiful oversized hand made blanket that 
can be given as a luxurious gift or enjoyed at home with a 
good book and cup of hot chocolate for that cozy hygge 
feeling!

giftuser
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MASTER OF TASKS - FESTIVE EDITION

Hosted by our flamboyant game show host, 
in the virtual TV studio, we bring one of  
our most popular events to your living room.

Guests compete in some ridiculous fun activities using Zoom, where 
they can be arranged into teams. Rounds include attempting to 
make a Christmas picture by tearing a piece of paper, using 
their imaginations to somehow make the best footprint, and 
“Going Out Out” – a race to put on as many clothes as they 
can. 

Each game requires some creative thinking to interpret 
the brief and teams can come up with some amazing 
(and often hilarious) practical solutions to each 
challenge we set them. 

giftuser
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SANTA GLOBERUNNER

Fun, festive and fast-paced entertainment. 
Get your team together and ready to immerse 
themselves into the magic of  Christmas with our 
Santa themed globe trotting experience! 

Teams will compete in as many festive themed challenges as 
possible. Guided by our world map, teams will visit various 
countries and carry out a variety of engaging and interactive 
challenges with a Christmas twist.

Will you be creating an origami Christmas Tree in China, 
showing off your best ice skating skills in Central Park 
or going all out with your rendition of 12 Days of 
Christmas while in England? 

giftuser
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THE BIG CHRISTMAS QUIZ

Our Big Christmas Quiz Live is the 
perfect way to bring your remote working 
teams together this festive season. 

Your Christmas Gameshow Host will compere a fun, fast-paced, 
energetic and competitive virtual event to entertain and engage 
with your team.

With a variety of fantastic Christmas quiz rounds and fun 
virtual challenges to choose from, and the ability for 
players to compete as individuals or teams, the Big 
Christmas Quiz Live is a fantastic way to energise 
and engage your remote working teams this festive 
season.

giftuser
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RACE AROUND THE WORLD - FESTIVE EDITION

Race Around the World is a unique and interactive 
virtual team building activity that challenges your 
team to work their way around the globe! 

Our Festive Edition of the game invites delegates to act as Santa 
and his Elves delivering presents to children around the globe 
before Christmas.

Teams complete festive-themed challenges to earn carrots 
to help keep your reindeer flying the sleigh. They choose 
a country and complete challenges related to that 
destination. 

Teams engage in photo and video challenges, timed 
questions and creative team challenges to win 
points disguised as carrots. 

giftuser
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ARCTIC ESCAPE

Test your virtual survival instincts in a race 
against time. Work together with your team 
to crack the code, find your location and 
complete the rescue mission!

Midway through an arctic expedition, your team has become 
separated from your hiking guide. With a storm setting in and 
nightfall approaching, you become increasingly disorientated 
and lose your direction of travel. 

As the storm worsens and temperatures drop, you’re 
forced to abandon your expedition in search of help. 

By now, energy levels are depleting, and supplies are 
running very low. Will you escape the cold, only 
time will tell!

giftuser
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VIRTUAL RACE NIGHT

Place your virtual bets and cheer on your pick of  the 
horses for all you’re worth in our fun-filled, unique 
and highly engaging festive Virtual Race Night. 

Using our exclusive Virtual Race Night online platform, your remote 
workers can come together online, forming mini-teams to place 
their bets on a series of exciting flat and jump races streamed 
online. And why not get dressed up for the big occasion – 
Christmas hats and jumpers at the ready!

giftuser
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CASINO NIGHT

Entertain your guests with casino 
games such as Blackjack, Three-Card 
Poker and Texas Hold Em’ Poker. 

If playing with 5-14 participants, everyone will remain in the same 
“room” for the game. If playing with more than this, we would 
allocate multiple breakout rooms within the Zoom call so 
everybody can get fully involved!

A professional croupier will give an initial briefing before 
everyone takes their place at the table. Each digital 
game table can be personalised with player name tags 
and your company logo. The aim of the game is to 
accumulate as many chips as you can during the 
allocated time in order to be crowned the winner 
– we hope you’re feeling competitive!

giftuser
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THE FESTIVE ULTIMATE GAMESHOW

The Ultimate Gameshow combines the best 
bits from all of  your favourite TV Gameshows, 
resulting in a fast-paced, fun-filled experience. 

Our Gameshow host will entertain your guests and lead teams 
through the various interactive rounds, with plenty laughs and 
memorable moments. 

The mix of rounds allow for all teams to compete 
simultaneously in shows from Catchphrase to Countdown, 
and from The Price is Right to A Question of Sport! With 
your company branding included to create a highly 
personalised virtual event.

 

giftuser
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MURDER ON THE SLOPES

You and your team are on an 
exciting skiing trip when things 
suddenly take a deadly turn. 

An avalanche hits and in the aftermath, a body has been discovered 
in the snow...

Using the interactive map, it’s up to you and your fellow 
detectives to scour the chalet for evidence and liaise with 
the witnesses to discover what happened when the 
avalanche hit. You’ll need to look out for hidden clues 
and rule out suspects to aid your investigation as you 
go. With the clock ticking and the case on thin ice, 
you must work together to piece together what 
happened and uncover the cold-blooded killer 
before it’s too late!

giftuser
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A SANTA SLAYING

You and your team members are part of  
an investigative team, lead by Ex-Scotland 
Yard Detectives who have to solve the 
crime – who killed Santa?

With virtual crime scenes, fingerprints, DNA and blood spatter – is 
it the perfect crime?

This is fun, interesting and a realistic experience for your 
guests who will collect clues and discover evidence, all 
guided by our enthusiastic team! 

giftuser
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GROTTO EXPERIENCE

Hosted by two of  Santa’s Workshop Elves, 
your team will get to explore a Christmas 
Grotto from the comfort of  their own homes. 

Attendees will hear ‘A Christmas Story’ brought to life by stunning 
themed set and props before experiencing a special audience 
with Santa himself.

This activity combines Pantomime Show, interactive games 
and carol singing for a full-hour of fun! We can also send 
out Christmas Treats ahead of the party, from Christmas 
crafts and baked goods to “build-a-Reindeer” teddy kit. 
Perfect for families wanting to get involved too – the 
more the merrier!

giftuser
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We have a wide range of  acts 
and performers to breathe ‘live’ 
into your online events... 

Entertainment
33 LL
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Comedians Digital/live magic Comedy music acts Cabaret Acts

illusionists Celeb comedy podcasts Mind readers Live musicians
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Well done on organising a fun evening. Not an 
easy thing to pull off but you and the team did 

a great job. I know it added some much needed 
light-hearted fun into what’s been a full on year. 

Retail Director, River Island 
 

A fun evening...

Oh my goodness! Allison! Where do I begin!  
I think that was the most fun I have had in the 

last year! I had to set up an “after party”  
Teams call as we were all still buzzing after  

the event finished.   

I have never had so much great feedback 
after an event! Even this morning people are 
still messaging me! Please past on our thanks 

to your colleagues they were absolutely 
FAB!!  

 I am sure you will be hearing from me again 
to plan the next event whenever that may 

be..although not sure anything will be able to 
top last night!   

Executive Assistant, PGIM Real Estate 

Still buzzing after!! ...

The team really enjoyed the Arctic Escape 
challenge - and it's now become a running 
joke in the team that none of us were able 

to make it out alive! 

Really fun activity that helped to bring us 
together while all being remote.  

Please send our thanks  
to Pippa! 

Cloud Sales Excellence Lead, Google 
 

Helped bring us together...
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For more info...
Simply connect with us, share your 
thoughts and we’ll share our ideas

 www.rockitfish.co.uk 
 @ rockitfish10

 01992 558820
 hello@rockitfish.co.uk 

http://www.rockitfish.co.uk
https://twitter.com/@rockitfish10
mailto:hello%40rockitfish.co.uk?subject=
https://www.rockitfish.co.uk/contact/
https://www.rockitfish.co.uk/contact/
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